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About Jon Dennis - Red 76 Tax 
We worked with Red 76 Tax to help the firm of Chartered 
Accountants to ensure they had the right solutions in place to 
manage and handle their clients’ needs and data effectively.  
As a specialist in owner-managed businesses, they’re experts  
in accountancy and dealing with businesses that hire between 
10-15 staff and generate £5-10 million turnover. 

The Challenge 
Jon Dennis, the Managing Partner of Red 76 Tax, is known to be a problem 
solver – always remaining focused on the priorities of each individual client. 

With the company’s offering extending across a breadth of accountancy 
solutions, including Self-Assessments, Tax Returns, Financial Statements, 
VAT, Payroll Management and Tax Planning – to name a few – ensuring 
efficiency and reliability is at the crux of what Red 76 Tax delivers. 

With a growing team and a focus on great customer experience, Jon couldn’t 
just leave things to chance anymore – for himself and his team. 

“When I started out, I had a GoDaddy domain and email account.  
For £14 a month or whatever I was paying at the time, it worked.  
It was relatively fine. I didn’t really understand it, but it worked. 

When I went to take on my first employee, I realised what I had 
wouldn’t scale and wasn’t in any way fit for purpose. That’s when  
Paul (Hampson) from Advoco Solutions helped me out…” 

Advoco assist Red76 with an  
IT Solution that gets results 
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“The thing I like about Paul and his team is that they are very thorough. 
Through the first few months, there was no judgement on their part, and 
also we didn’t have to fix everything simultaneously. For example, I had 
stuff on Dropbox, so I had no backup on my cloud stuff. Paul didn’t say, 
“It’s all or nothing.” 

He explained what we were going to do and in the journey that we were 
going to go on. We got there in a really painless way. They’ve been a 
great support to the business which has grown incredibly rapidly over 
the last 2 years.” 

The Solution 
Jon approached Advoco in June 2020 as he required support to ensure a new 
hire had the right equipment and email setup. During this time, we listened to 
Jon as he explained the issues he had been facing with email, security and 
office requirements as part of our consultative and practical approach.  
We found particular concerns around security, encryption and the reliability 
of the network. From here, we then offered Jon and Red 76 Tax a range of 
products based on his needs to help him to alleviate a number of issues. 

This support was thorough and even included getting everything set up the 
night before his first employee was due to start. We supported this transition 
phase, helping with every little detail including a ‘fire drill’ to ensure that there 
wouldn’t be any unwelcome surprises. We made sure every angle was 
covered for Jon. 

Advoco Solutions now manage all of Red 76 Tax’s IT services, which means we 
provide them with telephone and email support, as well as 24/7 monitoring 
of his firewall and office equipment, which means Red 76 Tax have one point 
of contact should they need assistance. We also provided SharePoint and 
associated security as well as helping with Red 76 Tax’s new office fit-out 
which included Cat 6 cabling, firewall and docking solutions at every desk. 
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“The thing I like about Paul and his team is that they are very thorough. 
Through the first few months, there was no judgement on their part,  
and also we didn’t have to fix everything simultaneously.” 

Jon Dennis, Managing Partner, Red 76 Tax  

The Results 
Being compliant with GDPR and having enterprise-grade security is important for companies 
like Red 76 Tax where data is extremely sensitive. With our help, they can now offer their 
clients complete peace of mind and protection against hackers and unknown threats. 

For Advoco, we aim to enable clients to get on with their day-to-day job without worrying 
about their IT security and instead focus on what matters most - their business. 

“You have that reassurance, that everything just works, that everything you don’t 
understand just works and everything you do understand, like the printer printing 
when you send something to it, also works. They may be small things, but I know for 
my own day, when I was in charge of my own destiny, a printer problem could wipe out 
two hours of your day and I really wanted to throw the thing out of the window. I can 
now completely focus on my business and my strategy.” 

Even through the disruption of the pandemic, we have been able to maintain and deliver a 
continuous service to all of our clients. We’ve been on hand for on-site visits where required 
to ensure equipment like printers and other IT hardware performs to the required standard. 

By supporting Red 76 Tax during their business growth, Jon can work safely in the knowledge 
that his IT is taken care of and that all of their client’s data is safe and secure. In addition, they 
have Advoco Solutions at the end of the phone at any time to advise them on areas that need 
reframing, not just for when there are issues at hadn’t but also to help to drive the future 
development and growth in the company. 
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